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Minutes of the Trust Board Meeting in Public of the Royal Cornwall Hospitals NHS Trust held on Thursday 6 
September 2018 at 12.30 in The Lab Space, The Health and Wellbeing Innovation Centre, Treliske, Truro TR1 3LJ 

Present:   
Mairi McLean  (Chairwoman) Acting Chairwoman 
Mark Daly  (MD)  Medical Director 
Kerry Eldridge  (KE)  Director of HR and OD 
Paul Hobson   (PH)  Non-Executive Director 
John Lander   (JL)  Non-Executive Director 
Sally May  (SM)  Chief Finance Officer 
Rab McEwan   (RM)  Chief Operating Officer 
Kim O’Keeffe   (KOK)  Chief Nurse (left 3pm) 
Margaret Schwarz (MS)  Non-Executive Director 
Kate Shields   (KS)  Chief Executive (left 3pm) 
 
Observer 
Simone Girdham  Executive Liaison Officer 
Chris Perry  OD Support 
Alison Tong  Improvement Director, NHS Improvement 
 
1. Welcome & Apologies for Absence 

 
a. The Chairwoman welcomed all present to the meeting.   
 
b. The Chairwoman noted that apologies for absence had been received from Sarah Pryce, Non Executive Director 

and Thomas Lafferty, Director of Corporate Affairs. 
 

2. Register of Board Member Interests 
 
a. The Board received the Register of Board Member Interests.  RM declared that he no longer had any interests 

to register.  It was noted that the Register of Board Members Interest would be updated. 
 
3. Patient Story 
 
a. The Board received a presentation from Jane Urban, Interim Head of Midwifery on the changes that had been 

made to the postnatal ward following patient feedback.   
 

b. The Board received information on the concerns raised by patients and how the ward responded, key themes 
included feeding.  JU advised the ward had worked closely with two young mothers passionate about maternity 
care to engage with women and partners to obtain feedback regarding the care they received.  This work 
resulted in a number of suggestions and recommendations.  Furthermore, the ward had introduced a birth 
reflecting service which supported mums, as well as enabled immediate feedback to be received.    
  

c. The Board noted the wider learning from the improved methods of engagement and PH suggested looking at 
funding to support innovative ideas through the Birth and Baby Appeal (BABA).  KS further recommended 
engaging with mothers through the newly established Maternity Board which was looking at the bid for the 
development of a new maternity unit. 
 

d. The Board requested an update in 6 months. 
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4. Minutes of Previous Board meeting 
 
a. The minutes of the meeting held on 2 August 2018 were APPROVED as a true and accurate record subject to 

the following amendment: 
 

8.1 With regard to operational performance, RM reported that that there had been a decrease in the number of 
patient cancellations and that ED performance against the 4 hour standard had fallen below the national 
standards to 93.4%.   

 
5. Matters Arising 

 
a. The Board received the Action Log arising from the last meeting and each action was reviewed in turn. 

 
b. Regarding 11d, MD advised that there had been much debate at Quality Assurance Committee regarding the 

harm review process and the alignment with the RTT pathway.  MD advised that the October Quality Assurance 
Committee would receive a full and comprehensive report on organisational progress. 
 

6. Chairwoman’s Report 
 

a. The Chairwoman advised that the Trust was scheduled to interview for a Non Executive Director on 11 
September and three Associate Non Executive Directors on 14 September 2018.  These appointments would 
complement the Board and enable the total of five (plus MM as Chairwoman) voting Non Executive Directors.  
MM noted that the Trust was unable to recruit to the sixth position until a substantive Chair position had been 
formally agreed as she retained the ability to return to her substantive NED role. 
 

b. In relation to meetings and events, the Chairwoman noted that her recent visits had been extremely engaging 
and MM spoke of the staff enthusiasm and of the warm welcome she received to all the areas visited. 

 
7.  Chief Executive’s Report 
 
a. The Board received the Chief Executive’s Report. 

 
b. KS reported that the organisation would proceed with a formal consultation regarding the restructuring of its 

current divisions.  It was noted that discussions had commenced in August and, in line with the Trust 
Organisational Change Policy, it would proceed to consultation in October 2018. 

 
8. Integrated Performance Report 

 
a. The Board received the Integrated Performance Report 

 
Quality: 
 

b. With regard to falls, KOK reported that the Trust continued to see the lowest rates of slips, trips and falls 
achieved in the last 12 months and attributed the downward trajectory to the implementation of falls huddles 
and sharing methodologies through the Quality Improvement Hub.  KOK noted that the QEWS data was 
routinely reported to Quality Assurance Committee to provide assurance.  In relation to pressure ulcers it was 
noted that the Trauma unit had flagged for performance in month, to which a Fresh Eyes review of the unit 
would be undertaken to look at patient pathways and the workforce model.   
 

c. KOK highlighted that with regard to hand hygiene the Trust continued on its drive for continuous improvement 
through working with the new cohort of junior doctors to support and provide guidance on process. 
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d. KOK reported that in relation to the friends and family test, the response performance rate for inpatients was 
below trajectory.  A trial text message service had been set up and would be tested in maternity. 

 
e. KOK advised that in relation to complaints, work continued with the central and divisional governance teams to 

ensure sustained improvement in responding to complaints.  It was noted that there was 120 outstanding 
complaints during August and the intention was to completely eliminate the backlog by October 2018. JL noted 
that the key theme identified through patient complaints related to delays in treatment and as the Trust was 
committed to improve this position then the number of complaints should reduce.  KOK agreed that the current 
level of complaints should reduce in light of this.  The Board to receive quarterly cross section of complaints 
through the IPR. 
 

f. Discussion ensued regarding the standard appointment letters, the simple errors and lack of personal attention. 
It was agreed to review, through the Outpatient Programme, the standard template and seek to improve 
communication with patients. 

 
g. MD advised that with regard to medicines reconciliation, the Trust achieved only 65% of patients receiving 

accurate prescribing of medicines at the transfer of care within 24 hours against a NICE guidance target of 
100%.   The Chief Pharmacist was looking at a range of options and mitigations.  The Board asked for further 
assurances and recommended the Medical Director engage at pace with the Chief Pharmacist. 
 

h. With regards to sepsis, it was reported that the new model would be rolled out in October 2018.  Performance 
in month saw an increase in screening in admitting areas, but there was a reduction in the delivery of 
antibiotics within one hour.  Debate ensued regarding a retrospective review of sepsis patients in ED to ensure 
that learning was taken and to understand any variation.    

 
i. The position with regards to primary PCI had fallen below the target of 75% with the Trust performance only 

reaching 68.8%.  MD noted that a Royal College of Physicians review of Cardiology had concluded with a set of 
clear recommendations which would be presented to Trust Management Group. 

 
Operational Performance: 
 

j. With regard to operational performance, RM advised that the Trust was routinely receiving performance data 
regarding the NHS 111 contract.  Performance on the time to call KPI had not been met with further 
deteriorated in July 2018, RM provided assurance that the Trust was working closely with the provider on a 
recovery plan. 
 

k. Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Performance against the 4 hour access standard reduced slightly to 92.2% even 
though there were sustained patient flow pressures and increased non-elective activity.  RM reported that 
RCHT performance against the 4 hour standard was only 78.7%.  With regards to elective care, the Trust had 
achieved 80.1% RTT but fell below the required standard.  There remain to be a large number of 52 week RTT 
pathways and the gap between the actual and the trajectory was closing. MM sought assurances on the 
management of the 52 week waiting list and RM confirmed that the Finance and Performance Committee 
would have oversight of performance. 

 
l. Diagnostic performance had deteriorated with pressure areas identified as endoscopy and urology.  RM advised 

that extra capacity through outsourcing activity had commenced in August with the aim to achieve 95% in 
September 2018.   
 

m. Discussion ensued regarding cancer targets and that the Trust performance had deteriorated in August only 
achieving 85% of cancer treated within 62 days.  RM referred to the pressures on the diagnostic element of the 
pathway and PH challenged the action being taken to source alternative providers to undertake the additional 
activity to provide better care for patients.  RM confirmed that the Trust had engaged with providers and that 
the Trust had robust governance arrangements in place to support these arrangements.  It was agreed the 
Quality Assurance Committee would receive further assurances on the due diligence regarding the third 
party contracts. 
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n. On reviewing the ED Heatmap, JL recommended that information relating to the number of staff on shift would 
be helpful and RM spoke of the introduction of an Advance Nurse Practitioner in ED to support and improve 
patient flow and experience.   MS sought clarity on patient follow up appointments and how the Trust 
monitored attendance and ensured that the appointment was necessary and relevant, to which RM advised 
that the Outpatient Group had oversight. 

 
Finance: 
o. SM advised that the Finance and Performance Committee had debated in detail the financial performance of 

the Trust.  SM reported that in month the overall Trust financial position was £0.61 behind plan and that CIP 
savings of £3.2m had been delivered against a plan of £3.1m.  It was noted that the CIP plan remained behind 
plan year to date and only 28% of plans were recurrent.   
 

p. In relation to agency and locum spend, the Trust spend in month (July) totalled £1.4m which was £0.3m over 
plan.  SM advised that in month the Trust had 79 agency workers compared to 47 last month and KE spoke of 
the introduction of a performance reporting process for workforce planning and working smarter through 
blended roles.  JL noted the current performance and welcomed the continued focus on reducing agency spend 
and PH noted that the People and OD Committee had received a deep dive into the control measures regarding 
agency. 
 

q. Lastly, SM noted that with regard to service developments, there was continued oversight to ensure progress 
was on track to deliver the required outputs within the agreed budgets. 

 
Our People: 
u. KE reported that the presentation of the information in the IPR was under review, but drew attention to key 

highlights in the report.  This included the rate of sickness absence in month reducing by 0.14% and the 
improvements in active vacancies. 

 
r. With regard to the number of Sharps and RIDDOR incidents reported, KE noted that a deep dive would be 

undertaken and presented to the People and OD Committee. 
 

s. The Board resolved to receive the Integrated Performance Report. 
 
9. Trust Quality Improvement Plan 
 
a. The Board received an update on the progress of the Trust Quality Improvement Programme, noting that the 

programme was making good progress.   
 
b. In relation to Safety Culture, the Trust was making good progress and had embedded the Ward Accreditation 

programme.  With regard to Strong Governance, there remained to be some concerns regarding the pace of 
change and improvement. 
 

c. In relation to Tackling Delays, it was noted that the Trust was making good progress, there was much energy 
and enthusiasm for this workstream and RTT performance had improved. The SAFER bundle had been launched 
at WCH and SMH to complete the Trust wide implementation. 

 
d. With regard to Maternity, it was noted that overall compliance to metrics remained high and lastly, it was 

reported that KE would reinvigorate the Organisational Development strategy through the Cultural and 
Leadership workstream. 

 
e. The Board resolved to receive the progress update on the Quality Improvement Delivery Board. 
 
10. Well Led External Review 
 
a. The Board received the Well Led External Review Action Plan in response to the Well Led review of leadership 

and governance in February and March 2018.  It was noted that the final report was received in July 2018. 
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b. It was noted that the action plan demonstrated the progress against each of the recommendations and would 
be updated following the CQC Well Led Inspection in September 2018 to ensure that the Trust captured all 
recommendations and outcomes. 
 

c. The Chairwoman opened discussion and debate ensued regarding assurances relating to the Quality 
Improvement Assessment (QIA) monitoring system and how recurring CIP schemes would be regularly 
reassessed for quality impact.  MD assured the Board that the QIA process was embedded with oversight by the 
Quality Governance Sub Committee and assurances would be received via the Quality Assurance Committee.  
Each business case was subject to a robust QIA approved by either the Chief Nurse or Medical Director. 
 

d. SM noted that the CIP Programme Management Office (PMO) would have oversight of any CIP plans. 
 

e. It was agreed to prepare a short briefing for Board members on the QIA Process and to provide assurances on 
the monitoring of compliance. 

 
11. Incident Report 
 
a. The Board received a report which highlighted that 15 serious incidents and one Never Event were declared in 

July 2018.  It was noted that the report had been presented and discussed at the August Quality Assurance 
Committee. 
 

b. MD reported on the main themes of the report advising that there had been an increase in the level of reported 
moderate harms, MD continued, noting that this increase had occurred in contradiction to the improvements 
that had been made and suggested this could be attributed to the Trust being a high reporter of, and grading of 
serious incidents.   In response, MD advised that a review of the split of data i.e. number of incidents resulting 
in harm: no harm, moderate or server harm was being undertaken.      

  
c. JL noted that the Trust was an outlier for serious incident reporting and questioned when improvement would 

be achieved, to which MD suggested that he would anticipate an improved position within 2 months. 
 
d. The Board resolved to receive the Incident Report. 

 
12. Mortality Report 

 
a. The Board received and noted the contents of the report.  MD highlighted that the 12 month rolling HSMR was 

on an upward trend and crude mortality was progressively falling.  With regards to stroke mortality, the Trust 
continued to have a clear focus on improvement with action plans in place for stroke services. 
 

b. MD advised that the Trust is committed to an extensive programme of improvements regarding governance 
and learning and was using the national Structured Judgement Review methodology.  The Trust Board would 
receive quarterly reports on Mortality going forward. 
 

c. MS questioned the notification of a red flag in month relating to ‘other gastrointestinal disorders’ and 
suggested that the Quality Assurance Committee should receive further information and assurances. 
 

d. JL commented on the reporting period highlighted in section 2.4.4 and recommended that this should state 
November 2017, not November 2018. 
 

e. Lastly, MM sought greater understanding and assurances on how the Trust would disseminate the learning, to 
which MD confirmed that the Mortality Review Group had oversight of the process of learning.  The Board 
reiterated the need to ensure that learning was achieved and embedded in the organisation. 
   

f. The Board noted and received the report. 
 
13. Freedom to Speak Up Annual Report 
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a. The Board received the Freedom to Speak Up Annual Report presented by Louise Dickinson, Freedom to Speak 
Up Champion.  It was noted that the annual report had been received and discussed at the People and OD 
Committee. 
 

b. LD highlighted the main themes outlined in the 12 month strategy and how the report provided details on the 
delivery of the strategy.  LD advised that the Trust had designated FTSU leads and had raised awareness of the 
Freedom to Speak Up Guardian and Champions through communication in the staff newspaper, ‘Hot Topic’ 
information to all users, through posters displayed in staff areas as well as leaflets distributed through Trust 
Induction. 

c. dbeen developed and the FTSU Guardian was working closely with the Trust Guardian of Safer Working Practice 
and the GMC to ensure junior doctor awareness on how to raise concerns.   
 

d. Discussion ensued regarding the key themes that had been identified through the annual report and assurances 
on the actions being taken to address recurring themes. 
 

e. LD concluded that the Trust Board would conduct a Self-Assessment in September 2018. 
 

f. The Board resolved to receive the Freedom to Speak Up Annual Report 
 

14. Safeguarding Annual Report 
 

a. The Board received the Safeguarding Annual Report, noting that it had been presented to the August Quality 
Assurance Committee and that the Committee had debated the findings in the annual report.   
 

b. KOK reported on the main themes of the report advising that there had been a positive increase in compliance 
in safeguarding children and adults training but there was a need to have a continuous focus on level 2 training 
as compliance was only 77% in 2018.  It was recommended to review the number of staff that have had 
safeguarding training. 
 

c. KOK highlighted that the Safeguarding Team had been successful in the Beyond Places of Safety (BPOS) bid for 
£1.5m of capital investments to build the IMPACT Hub, an integrated multi-professional office space. 
 

d. It was acknowledged that the Trust Board Informal in August 2018 had received Safeguarding Adult and 
Children’s training and the Board resolved to receive the Annual Report. 

 
15. Maternity Services Update Report 

 
a. The Board received the Maternity Services update report which had been discussed at Trust Management Group 

as well as Quality Assurance Committee.   
 

b. It was highlighted that the report provided an overview of the work being undertaken in Maternity services to 
improve staff engagement and culture following the Maternity Cultural Review in 2016.  KOK noted that 7 
overarching recommendations were identified in the original report and an update on changes within the last six 
months against these recommendations was articulated in the update report. 
 

c. In presenting the report, KOK drew attention to the journey and the progress against the actions, and how the 
report had been well received by maternity services.  JL noted the senior management changes and the positive 
and continued efforts of all the staff in the department.  

 
d. The Board resolved to receive the Maternity Services update report. 
 
16. Corporate Risk Report 
 
a. In presenting the report, Vicky Peverelle, Risk and Compliance Manager drew the Board’s attention to the key 

highlights, noting that there were 32 open risks on the Corporate Risk Register and that 5 new risks had been 
added and 15 risks removed from the register. 
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b. It was noted that two risks had increased in score since the previous report, these related to the Trust financial 
plans and the lack of appropriate CAMHS support for young people admitted with mental health issues.  JL 
noted that he was encouraged by the change in reporting and the helpful briefing at the Board Informal session 
on 30 August where VP spoke of the more robust process of risk management.   
 

c. Discussion ensued regarding the risks relating to cyber security and PH questioned why the risk relating to 
patient monitoring in ED had reduced.  It was noted that the risk had reduced due to the mitigations put in place 
as the process of purchasing new observation equipment had commenced.  PH challenged the reduction of the 
risk and sought assurances on sepsis management, MM further sought assurances on the controls, mitigations 
and gaps. MD suggested that the Trust consider amending the risk score in light of the recent coroner’s inquest. 
 

d. The Committee resolved to receive the Corporate Risk Report noting that further consideration of a risk 
associated with e-observations and sepsis management was considered. 

 
17. Summary Assurance Reports 

 
17i Finance Committee: July 2018 
 
a. The Board received a summary of the key outcomes arising from the July 2018 Finance Committee meeting. 

 
b. JL drew the Board’s attention to the key outcomes of the August Committee through a verbal report.  The key 

headlines included the discussion at Committee regarding the contingency monies relating to backlog 
maintenance and the application for emergency capital to support the programme.   With regard to the 
Agenda for Change Pay Award, it was noted that SM and KE would review the cost implications and update 
the September Finance Committee. 

 
17ii Quality Assurance Committee: August 2018 
 
a. In presenting the report, MS noted that many of the items presented to the Board meeting had been reviewed 

and scrutinised at the August Committee.  MS advised that the Committee would focus on people, process, 
strategy and would be receiving further assurances on the harm review process, surgery, ophthalmology and 
theatres. 

 
17iii People and Organisational Development Committee: August 2018 
 
a. In presenting the report, the key outcomes arising from the August 2018 People and OD Committee meeting 

including the presentation of the medical revalidation report and update on the culture and leadership 
programme.  KE noted that the Workforce Race and Equality Scheme (WRES) was deferred but due to limited 
timescales on publishing the report the Board was asked to receive the report and provide comment and 
support prior to 28 September 2018.  The Board recommended the WRES be circulated to Board members for 
support prior to 28 September and be formally presented to the 5 October Trust Board meeting. 

 

17iv Charitable Funds Committee: August 2018 

a. In presenting the report, the key outcomes arising from the August 2018 Charitable Funds Committee included 
the review of the Charitable Funds Strategy, a review of investment funds as well as the funding support for 
enhancing the environment at SMH orthopaedic service.  PH noted that all Board members were Trustees of the 
Charitable Funds Committee and invited colleagues to attend future meetings. 
 

18. Board Calendar of Meetings 
a. The Board received and noted the Calendar of Meetings. 

 
19. Board Forward Plan 
a. The Board received and noted the Board Forward Plan. 

 
20. Evaluation of Effectiveness of the Meeting 
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a. The Board reviewed its effectiveness of the meeting, the key headlines included: 
• There was consensus that debate had been good, but a number of conversations were repeated due to 

matters already being debated at Committee; 
• Too much time was spent going into the detail of the IPR; 
• There had been a good level of sharing thoughts and feelings; 
• The agenda must be more forward thinking and strategic. 
 

21. Questions from the Public 
 
There were no questions from the public. 
 
22. Date of Next Meeting: 4 October 2018 

 
The meeting was closed at 16.30 
 


